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Called Bach and Expression, the film takes an in-depth look at the nature, history and performance practice of the
composer's organ music, performing significant pieces on specially chosen central

from bacteria to bach and
Bacteria known to cause oral infections may also be a contributory factor in patients developing potentially lifethreatening abscesses on the brain, new research has shown.

bach and expression: watch an exclusive excerpt
The atmosphere is the most untouched microbial habitat on the Earth, and airborne bacteria are the most
complex and dynamic communities influencing the Earth’s microbiomes. There are more than 1

study identifies potential link between oral bacteria and brain abscesses
Bacteria are frequently present in human cancers. The use of state-of-the-art methods for tumour analysis that
capture spatial information and single-cell molecular profiles paves the way to

the bacteria we breath in everyday
With just an incubator and some broth, researchers can grow reusable filters made of bacteria to clean up
polluted water, detect chemicals in the environment and protect surfaces from rust and mold.

a spatial perspective on bacteria in tumours
Two new studies reveal how bacteria infiltrate tumors and could be helping tumors progress and spread and
suggest a link between oral health and cancer, as microbes in the mouth are associated

genetically engineered bacteria make materials for self-repairing walls and cleaning up pollution
Until now, studies of this intra-tumor microbiome were mostly limited to bulk tissue analysis, which would mask
any localized patterns and interactions between bacteria and host cells. Galeano

how bacteria could help tumors progress and resist treatment
Leprosy is one of the world's oldest and most persistent diseases but the bacteria that cause it may also have the
surprising ability to grow and regenerate a vital organ. Scientists have

mapping the hideouts and habits of bacteria in tumors
These pesky bacteria have been some of the most annoying for medical professionals to deal with in recent years.
The bacteria in question are acinetobacter baumannii and pseudomonas aeruginosa

ancient disease has potential to regenerate livers
The bacteria most frequently seen in severe mouth infections have been identified by researchers at Sweden's
Karolinska Institutet. There haven't been many studies of this kind, so the team is

antibiotic-resistant bacteria can be killed by artificial sweeteners from sugar-free foods
A new case study from researchers at Oxford University has tracked, for the first time, the movement of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria from a patient's gut microbiome to their lungs. The research

relationship between oral bacteria and diseases: research
In our recently published study, my colleagues and I found an important clue to a potential culprit behind this
disease: the bacteria in your gut. Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune condition

first evidence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria moving from gut to lungs
MADISON — Like elite firefighters headed into the wilderness to combat an uncontrolled blaze, probiotic bacteria
do a better job quelling gut inflammation when they’re equipped with the best gear.

new discovery reveals possible culprit behind rheumatoid arthritis
The basic machinery — a protein that targets and cuts specific DNA sequences — evolved naturally in bacteria,
where it’s part of a simple immune system that fends off viruses and other threats.
crispr could help bacteria destroy cancer and gulp up methane
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